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Executive Summary
The Adaptation Options Library (AOL) tool is a comprehensive database of adaptation options related
to heat, pluvial, fluvial and costal floods, droughts and wind storms. This database has two types of
access: general view and quick view. Quick view access is an easy to use version of the most relevant
information present in the general view.
The AOL synthesizes the scientific literature and compiles information on the cost-efficiency, heat
effectiveness, flood effectiveness, vulnerability reduction effectiveness and implementation of the
measures. The AOL aims at becoming a reference for practitioners to compare the options available to
tackle climatic hazards (principally heat and floods) and to identify those most suitable to their situation.
The database is organized in 4 domains: general information, effectiveness (including impact magnitude
and vulnerability reduction), cost-efficiency and implementation. Every domain has several dimensions
and sub-dimensions.
The AOL is based on a relational model that includes all the key analytical dimensions (criteria)
considered for a complete characterization of the adaptation options assessed in RESIN. The database
is designed and implemented following open-source standard tools and protocols for database
management (MySQL).
For the database completion several RESIN partners and cities (Bratislava, Paris, Greater Manchester
and Bilbao) have been involved. The Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities also had access to the AOL during its
design and implementation. Thanks to the co-creation activities the web-page interface has been
created and adjusted. The most relevant co-creation result is the Quick access of the AOL which
synthetises the information presented in the complete database.
In summary, the AOL includes a large collection of literature refences on adaptation options that have
been modelled or already been implemented at the city level across Europe and worldwide. It also
includes harmonized information for characterizing the adaptation options in terms of costs and benefits
linked to specific conditions of implementation. This will allow benchmarking and classifying such options
in a number of relevant dimensions.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Aim of the deliverable
The Adaptation Option Library (AOL) tool1 is a comprehensive database of adaptation options
related to heat, pluvial, fluvial and coastal floods, droughts and wind storms. This database has
two types of access: general view and quick view, which are described in Sections 4 and 3 of this
deliverable. Quick view access gives in an easy to use way the most relevant information that is
also present in the general view.
The AOL synthesizes the scientific literature and compiles information on the cost-efficiency, heat
effectiveness, flood effectiveness, vulnerability reduction effectiveness (sensitivity reduction or
adaptive capacity increase) and implementation of the options. It contains almost 100 adaptation
options, grouped in 28 general options. Because researchers currently use different metrics to
assess the effectiveness of adaptation options, the AOL includes the attempt to harmonise the
metrics for effectiveness evaluation and determine a range of effectiveness and cost-efficiency for
each option (cf. RESIN Deliverable D3.1 and D3.5). Being able to rank adaptation options
according to their effectiveness and cost-efficiency would aid decision makers to identify a
portfolio of adaptation options to consider, select and combine in a specific situation. The AOL
aims at becoming a reference for practitioners to compare the options available to tackle climatic
hazards (principally heat and floods) and to identify those most suitable to their situation.
In practice, it will allow users to develop a preliminary portfolio of feasible adaptation options
for their city or for smaller spatial scales – e.g. a neighbourhood. This portfolio could
subsequently be fine-tuned by means of prioritisation tools (cf. RESIN Deliverable D3.22). The
library will provide part of the information required for both the prioritisation and the
adaptation pathway approach (cf. RESIN Deliverable D3.33). For the prioritisation, this
information should be completed with additional context-specific information such as
feasibility, acceptability, alignment with other policy etc. For the pathway design, effectiveness
and the cost-efficiency are the most valuable performance criteria.
Therefore, the AOL allows users to understand different types of adaptation options, extract
part of the information useful to prioritise them, and propose a sequence of options that can
achieve a pre-defined objective (e.g. reduce the air temperature by 1° C) (Figure 1).

1

https://resin.vmz.services/apps/adaptation/v4/

Mendizabal et al. 2018. Standardizing methods for prioritizing adaptation options. Toolbox. D3.2. This
document has been prepared in the framework of the European project RESIN – Climate Resilient
Cities and Infrastructures.
2

Mendizabal et al., 2018.Policy Guideline. D3.3. This document has been prepared in the framework of
the European project RESIN – Climate Resilient Cities and Infrastructures.
3

5

The library is not an exhaustive list of adaptation options. For example, not all hazards are
covered. Furthermore, effectiveness and cost-efficiency data are not available for all the options
included (this depended on the existing literature).

Figure 1 . The potential uses of the AOL

The AOL can be found in the following link but also in the RESIN E-Guide and the RESIN webpage.
https://resin.vmz.services/apps/adaptation/v4/
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1.2. General overview of the hazards covered by the AOL
1.2.1.

Heat

Temperatures across Europe are rising. Over recent decades, warming has been particularly
strong over the Iberian Peninsula, central and north-eastern Europe and mountainous areas4.
Herring et al.5 identified that climate change has ‘greatly increased’ the risk of extreme
heatwaves occurring’. There is no universal standard definition of a heatwave, although they
are generally regarded as periods of extremely high temperature that exceeds a certain
threshold for a set number of days (the threshold can be defined though the percentile: threeday running maximal temperature exceeds the thresholds of the 95th percentile, AEMET6).
According to Guerreiro et al. (2018)7 it is expected to increase the number of heatwaves and the
temperature involved in the heatwaves by the end of the century for 571 European cities.
Exposure to heatwaves or extreme temperatures is a significant public health problem and a
cause weather-related mortality.
1.2.2. Pluvial Flood

Flooding is perhaps Europe’s most high-profile climate change hazard due to the visible and
damaging impacts that it creates. There are several main types of flooding that affect Europe,
including flooding from rivers and streams (fluvial flooding), surface water flooding (pluvial
flooding).
Pluvial flooding occurs when an extremely heavy rain event saturates drainage systems. This
results in localized flooding or flash flooding as the excess water cannot be absorbed. This
climatic hazard is increasingly becoming a threat to European cities and urban areas. Pluvial
flooding (along with groundwater flooding) accounted for the highest number of recent flood
events occurring since 2000 in Europe"8).

4https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/global-and-european-temperature-

8/assessment
Special Supplement to the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, Vol. 95, No. 9, September
2014; https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/1520-0477-95.9.S1.1
5

6

http://www.aemet.es/es/portada

Guerreiro et al., 2018. Future heat-waves, droughts and floods in 571 European cities. Environmental
Research Letters 13 (3): 034009
7

8

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/flood_risk/implem.htm
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1.2.3. Fluvial Flood

River floods, along with storms, are the most common natural disaster in Europe. They are often
the result of prolonged heavy precipitation events and/or snowmelt. This important natural
hazard can result in huge economic losses if it damages infrastructures, properties and
agricultural land. Indirect losses from river flooding often include production losses caused by
disruption or damage of transport or energy infrastructure. Furthermore, loss of lifes cannot be
excluded, especially for quick heavy precipitations. According to the NatCatSERVICE database,
since 1980 more than 1 500 flood and wet mass movement events have happened in EEA
member countries, with more than half of them happening since 2000. The economic losses
have been estimated in more than EUR 150 billion (based on 2013 values), which corresponds
to almost one-third of the damage caused by all-natural hazards (EEA9)
Global warming projections predict that, due to the change in the hydrological cycle and sea
level rise, there will be an increase both in the intensity and frequency of flood events in large
parts of Europe. Moreover the storm surge levels are expected to increase around 15% by 2100
under a high emission scenario (Vousdoukas et al., 201610).
1.2.4. Sea Level Rise and Storm Surge

Changes in global mean sea level (GMSL) is the result from a combination of various processes.
Global warming is mainly contributing to this rise by i) the net melting of glaciers and ice from
Greendland and Antartic ice sheets and ii) the thermal expansion of the oceans as a result of
ocean temperature increase.
In addition, global warming affects the coastal flood hazard through changes in changes in the
properties of storms causing storm surges.
In Europe, as in the rest of the world, the main impacts of sea level rise include flooding, coastal
erosion and the submergence of flat regions along continental coastlines and on islands. Thus,
the economic losses due to this climatic hazard can enormously grow as the number of
infrastructure and amount of population living by the coast in Europe is substantial. Currently,
based on Eurostat, around 200 million people live in the coastal regions in Europe. Low-lying
coastlines with high population densities and small tidal ranges are most vulnerable to sea level
rise, especially if adaptation is hindered by a lack of economic resources or by other constraints.
Moreover, rising sea levels can also cause saltwater intrusion into low-lying aquifers, which can
harm coastal ecosystems and wetlands, plus threatening water supplies. In the long run, the

9

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/river-floods-2

10

Vousdoukas et al. Climate Dynamics. 47 (2016) 3171-3190; https://link.springer.com/journal/382
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combination of sea level rise, together with other climatic hazards, can increase the risk to life
and property (EEA11).
1.2.5. Drought

Drought, which is considered a scarcity of rainfall, is common in many areas in Europe mostly
in the south. Despite the primary cause of any drought is a lack of rainfall over a long period,
the increased human demand for water can exacerbate the impacts of a drought. The latest
climate scenarios suggest that over the coming decades Europe is likely to suffer more frequent
meteorological droughts, especially in the south of Europe and during the summer (EEA12).
The main impacts of droughts include water supply problems, shortages and deterioration of
quality. Thus, the economic impact of drought can also be noteworthy as many economic sectors
have dependency on water. Furthermore, the environment can also be enormously affected by
the water scarcity resulting e.g. in an increased of water pollution and soil erosion and, in a
variation of ecosystems.
1.2.6. Wind Storms

Wind storms correspond to winds that are sufficiently strong to cause damages and may or not
be accompanied by precipitation. They last from just a few minutes to hours or days and can
cover both localised small events and wind episodes affecting a continent. Wind storms are the
result of atmospheric disturbances or strong jet-stream winds overhead.
Wind storms can have important impacts such as structural damages on transport and energy
infrastructures, the urban and natural environment. These events can also have large impacts
on human health.
On the other hand, the studies included in the EEA Report 13 project the following:


“Recent studies on changes in winter storm tracks generally project an extension
eastwards of the North Atlantic storm track towards central Europe and the British Isles.



Climate change simulations show diverging projections on changes in the number of
winter storms across Europe. However, most studies agree that the risk of severe winter
storms, and possibly of severe autumn storms, will increase for the North Atlantic and
northern, north-western and central Europe over the 21st century.”

11

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/sea-level-rise-5/assessment

12

https://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/water/water-resources/water-scarcity-and-drought

13

https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/climate-change-impacts-and-vulnerability-2016
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2. Methodology
2.1. Database structure
Before developing the database, the main criteria needed for climate adaptation option characterization
and evaluation have been identified. These characterization and evaluation criteria have been used in
the prioritization processes (task 3.2, D3.2). The collection of all information on the options has been
done based on a review of existing adaptation option databases, platforms and libraries, scientific
reports and policy documents for climate adaptation. The review process has considered on going and
finished projects, researches and initiatives (published reports and papers), existing climate platforms
and web sites. All source references are included in the database.
The AOL is based on a relational model that includes all the key analytical dimensions (criteria)
considered for a complete characterization of the adaptation options assessed in RESIN. The database
is designed and implemented following open-source standard tools and protocols for database
management (MySQL).
The database is organized in 4 domains: general information, effectiveness (including HEAT, FLOOD
and vulnerability reduction), cost-efficiency and implementation. Then every domain has several
dimensions and sub-dimensions. This is further explained in the D3.1 “Library structure online.
Adaptation options database model14”.
The RESIN partner cities and a 2nd tier of cities around these also had access to the AOL during its
design and implementation and provided feedbacks.
The AOL includes:
(1) a large collection of literature refences on adaptation options that have been modelled or already
been implemented at the city level across Europe and worldwide.
(2) standardization or harmonization for characterizing the adaptation options in terms of costs and
benefits linked to specific conditions of implementation.
(3) an accessible Library of adaptation options that will allow benchmarking and classifying such
options in a number of relevant dimensions.
The following Figure 2 summarizes the database structure.

Mendizabal et al. 2015. Library structure online. Adaptation options database model. D3.1. This
document has been prepared in the framework of the European project RESIN – Climate Resilient
Cities and Infrastructures.
14
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2.2. Co-creation activities
The development process of the database has been done together with the city partners in a co-creation
approach to ensure the utility of the final product. As building and filling a database is major effort, it
involved two distinct steps:: enquiring city stakeholders on expected functions and uses through a
questionnaire at the start of the project and collecting feedback through repeated testing activities.
1. A city questionnaire: related to functions and uses of the database
The main objective of the questionnaire is to collect information from the city stakeholders related to the
required functions and the uses of the database.
A “Resin City Questionnaire on Adaptation Option Database” has been elaborated and circulated to all
city partners. To facilitate the work to the cities, the research partners responsible to each city gave
support (clarifying the doubts).
The questionnaire has been the starting point for defining the filtering, searching and data provisioning
of the user-friendly interface. The first version has been with the following functionalities and information:
-

Drilling down through the Library: access of information by starting with a general category
and moving through the detailed information.
The effectiveness information is displayed: a general and also a detailed info.
General Info of the cost-efficiency is presented.

2. Test the relational database
Feedback from cities were obtained after testing activities carried out in various workshops (e.g. 1st
February 2018, workshop in the General Assembly). The feedback led to refined filter options included
in the user-friendly interface and better layout of the tabs on the main page.
Feedbacks from the co-creation activities allowed to develop the second version, which are summarized
below:
-

Simplify the process of using the library. Therefore, the group information has been deleted
and the information is presented at 2 levels (option and case study); the structure of the
web-page has been changed by putting all the filters in the left part of the web and leaving
the information in the centre-right part. Cities also asked to have a «personal bank/basket»
with options we are interested in. The option of selecting favourites has been developed.
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-

Some tabs need extra explanatory words. Therefore, extra explanatory text has been
included in the help text and pop-ups with the explanatory words into the web-page screen
have been added.

 Third version
Some feedback from Tier 2 cities has been gathered during the Stakeholder Dialogue (1st
February 2018, Manchester), more related to the usability.
RESIN Tier 2 Learning Webinar no. 3 has been used also to train Tier 2 cities in the use of the
library and gather additional feedback:
-

Initially unclear how to 'undo' filtering
Would be useful to be able to remove just one filter rather than resetting all
Export to excel function not perfect
Can a summary of papers be made available so that it's not necessary to go and read all
the papers that are listed?

Most of the comments are included in the new version of the AOL, except the summary of papers
as it takes too much resources to do it. Nevertheless, once the user access to the papers, most
of them have a summary.
 Fourth version
The Stakeholder Dialogue celebrated in Bilbao, the 5th of July, has been used to discuss the
fourth version of the AOL. The main changes done for this version comes more from comments
received from Paris city and the Partners.
- The group names are good as they provide quickly some background on the nature of the
option. The descriptions are reviewed to make sure they explain correctly the groups.
- Co-benefits are also reviewed ensuring the AOL is providing additional information related
co-benefits and not only the aim of the options.
- A Slovak version is implemented as requested by Bratislava (which provided all the
translated information).
- New information is included into the general tab: Standards. As requested by NEN and to
ensure the link with the WP5, standards information is included for some of the adaptation
options.
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-

The links with WP1 (city typology) and WP2 (IVAVIA) are defined (which are based in fields
included into the AOL).
- The “quick access” of the AOL has been developed as reaction of the previous co-creation
activities. The SD in Bilbao did not bring additional comments. The “quick access will be
explained in the following section).

2.3. Added value of the co-creation activities into the AOL
The co-creation activities allowed us to see the difficulties of the city in the understanding of the
information gathered in the AOL. The cities need an alternative user-friendly way of accessing the
information in the library. The entry point of the database should be different and therefore Tecnalia
decided to develop a “quick access” to the database showing the most relevant information for each
adaptation option. At the same time, the connection to the complete database is maintained.

For developing the quick access, the following actions are adopted:
- Decide on the information to be displayed
- Maintain the same functionalities as in the complete database (filtering, selection of favourites,
shorten, etc.).
- Simplify the effectiveness and cost-efficiency information (select the best variable according to
the D3.515 and calculate a range of effectiveness and cost-efficiency).
With a few exceptions, the D3.5 report (Standard performance values) did not recommend a unique
variable for effectiveness and so we included several variables for each hazard:
- Following the D3.5 report, the most used for heat effectiveness is air T reduction (with the notes
on time expression). It would seem logical to follow most of the literature with an easy to
understand variable, therefore we first present the effectiveness of this variable. Nevertheless,
in the D3.5 we pointed that some options have higher effectiveness if we look other variables
like tmrt (e.g. for trees) or surface temperature (e.g. or cool pavement). Therefore, we included
these other variables below the air temperature.
- For flooding, three variables were most used: peak flow reduction, runoff volume reduction and
water retention. The same rational if followed and several variables are showed into the quick
access.

A range of effectiveness and cost-efficiency is calculated and showed into the quick access. That gives
the users slightly more information than only the average. The ranges are calculated using all the
effectiveness and cost-efficiency entries (which refers to studies). The percentiles are calculated which
allows for splitting the values into the following ranges: very good, good, bad, very bad (using percentiles
25, 50, 75 and 100). The range of effectiveness and cost-efficiency are then coloured to facilitate the
visualization.

Mendizabal et al. 2017. Standard performance values adaptation options. D3.5. This document has
been prepared in the framework of the European project RESIN – Climate Resilient Cities and
Infrastructures.
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Pictures for each adaptation options are also included into the quick access to help identifying in an
easy way what it is about. In the following picture, the quick access design is presented which has been
a co-creation result (Figure 3).

Figure 3 . The pictures into the AOL

Last, Bratislava asked to translate the quick access to Slovak for disseminate the AOL and propose it
as a tool to the architects and urban spaces designers.
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3. How to use the Quick view
3.1. The AOL
The database screen is divided into i) an information screen where the selected data is shown
and ii) different tabs to select or organize the desired type of information (See Figure 4).
Within the information screen the different adaptation options can be observed in an intuitive
way. The name, picture, definition and performance is provided.
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION: If available, a qualitative assessment (e.g. very good, good,
bad) of the option’s cost-efficiency, heat- and/or flood-effectiveness is given. This assessment is
based on the reported literature (additional detailed in Methodology, 2.3 section).
Furthermore, there are three functions to filter or search specific information:
FILTERS: The information can be filtered by hazard type, scale of implementation of the option,
climatic region where the option was implemented or studied, type of option by the IPCC’s
classification of adaptation options, group of options, target of the option and sector to which
the option is applicable.
KEYWORDS SEARCH FUNCTION: Help to find studies that contain one or more words specified
by the user e.g. waterway
FAVOURITES SELECTION: Measures or groups of measures can be marked (by clicking on the
star) as favourites. The user can then choose to display only these favourites, and have its own
collection of options.
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Figure 4. The screen of the quick AOL with all the available features
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3.2. Detailed information in quick view
If more information is desired about a specific option, after clicking on its name, a new window is
open with the following information (Figure 5):










Description of the adaptation option
Co-benefits (potential) of the adaptation option
Negative effects (potential) of the option
Standards, if available
Group of adaptation options it belongs to
Climatic hazard it tackles
Different scales at which the adaptation option can be implemented
Type of measure, based on the IPCC´s classification
Minimum, average and maximum values for a certain heat-effectiveness, flood-effectiveness
or cost-efficiency variable.

From this window the user – in order to know more about an option - can access the complete
database (General view) by clicking on the button in the top-right corner. Furthermore, it is
possible to print the information shown in this window or mark the adaptation option as a
favourite, so that practitioners can build a portfolio with the relevant options for their city or
project.
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Figure 5. The new window shown with detailed information when clicking to the desired option name. In
the figure “dry proofing” option is displayed which reduces flood risk by 22% and the peak discharge by
10% in average. Regarding the cost-efficiency, the benefit cost ratio is 34 in average which means that the
option is more beneficial than costly.
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4. How to use the AOL. General view
4.1. The AOL
The AOL screen is divided into i) an information screen where the selected data is shown and
ii) different tabs to select or organize the desired type of information (See Figure 6).
There are two different tabs to select the amount and type of information from:
LEVEL of INFORMATION: There are two “levels” of information to choose from:
OPTIONS give an overview of the chosen option, adding all the literature information
STUDY CASES give detailed information related to the research performed (e.g. assessment
conditions, location of the study, etc.)

INFORMATION SECTIONS: This tab organizes the information in 6 thematic sections related
general, cost, heat, flood, vulnerability and implementation data. The users can select one of the
thematic sections. In each section different information is presented as described in Section 3.2.
Furthermore, there are three functions to filter or search specific information:
FILTERS: The information can be filtered by hazard type, scale of implementation of the option,
climatic region where the option was implemented or studied, type of option by the IPCC’s
classification of adaptation options, group of options, target of the option and sector to which
the option is applicable.
KEYWORDS SEARCH FUNCTION: Help to find entries that contain one or more words specified
by the user e.g. waterway
FAVOURITES SELECTION: Options or group of options can be marked (by clicking on the star)
as favourites. The user can then choose to display only these favourites and have its own
collection of options.
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Figure 6 . The screen of the general AOL with all the available features
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4.2. Detailed information of each type of information tab
GENERAL shows the basic information (e.g. co-benefits, hazard, type, climatic region etc.). Cobenefits indicate if the group or the option has an effect in adapting to different hazards or if it
has additional benefits that are not analysed in the Library (e.g. effects on the energy
consumption, biodiversity, etc.). TYPE (as defined by the IPCC16) and SCALE are characteristics
of the measure itself, and are visible in both the study case and the measure level layouts.
COST gives the quantitative economic performance: the benefit cost ratio (BCR). The BCR is the
ratio of benefits to costs and is used in cost-benefit analysis. The BCR represent the economic
viability of adaptation measures in terms of their costs and benefits ratio. If the BCR is higher
than 1 then the measure or group is judged financially beneficial. If the BCR is lower than 1 then
the measure or group is costly. Comments are also displayed to help interpret the cost-efficiency
information. At measure level, the average (avg), minimum (min) and maximum (max) costefficiency are presented. These statistics are calculated with the information from the individual
studies (at study case level the user will find a unique BCR value). The number of represent the
amount of literature reviewed and for which the information is extracted; it gives an idea of the
material that supports the efficiency statistics. At study case level, the components that are used
for each BCR calculation, depending on the values available in each study, are indicated. They
can be direct investment costs (investment expenditure, annual operating and maintenance
costs, and administrative costs), indirect costs (e.g. reduced air quality), and/or financial
valuations of the benefits (monetary, environmental, social, health). For each component the
time horizon (identifies the number of years over which results are considered) and the
discount rate (identifies whether and at what rate, results have been discounted) are also
indicated. All the data are expressed in US$ 2015 to allow for comparability with spatial
(differences among countries) and temporal units (differences in years)17.
HEAT gives the quantitative effectiveness performance related to the heat wave hazard (e.g.
how much the air temperature is reduced thanks to an adaptation measure). This performance
is expressed with a certain VARIABLE (e.g. air temperature reduction) and UNIT (e.g. ºC) in
which this is assessed. If the EFFECTIVENESS is positive (e.g. an Air T° reduction of 1.5°C), then
the option or group is effective against heat hazards. If the EFFECTIVENESS is negative, then the

Noble, I.R., S. Huq, Y .A. Anokhin, J. Carmin, D. Goudou, F .P . Lansigan, B. Osman-Elasha, and A.
Villamizar, 2014: Adaptation needs and options. In: Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and
Vulnerability. Part A: Global and Sectoral Aspects. Contribution of Working Group II to the Fifth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Field, C.B., V.R. Barros, D.J.
Dokken, K.J. Mach, M.D. Mastrandrea, T.E. Bilir, M. Chatterjee, K.L. Ebi, Y .O. Estrada, R.C. Genova,
B. Girma, E.S. Kissel, A.N. Levy, S. MacCracken, P .R. Mastrandrea, and L.L. White (eds.)]. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA, pp. 833-868
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Mendizabal et al. 2017. Standard performance values adaptation options. D3.5. This document has
been prepared in the framework of the European project RESIN – Climate Resilient Cities and
Infrastructures.
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option or group actually worsens the problem: a value of -0.9° for ait t° reduction means that
the air t° is increase by 0.9°. However, it should be highlighted that the performance of the
measures depends on a wide range of local factors. Thus, the numbers should be taken as
guidance values and not as a universal performance characteristic of the given measure.
FLOOD gives the quantitative effectiveness performance related to the flood hazards (e.g. how
much the runoff is reduced thanks to an adaptation option). However, it should be highlighted
here too that the performance of the options depends on a wide range of local factors and that
the numbers should be taken only as guidance values.
In both the HEAT and FLOOD layouts, at the study case level, some factors influencing the
effectiveness result (characteristics of each study) are presented. SCENARIO indicates how the
option was implemented, and against which baseline it is compared. The scenarios that are
compared are baseline scenario vs option scenario. For floods, the RAINFALL component is the
amount of rainfall simulated for the effectiveness assessment. LOCATION specifies the place
(city, country,…) where the option was applied for the given study, whereas REGION refers to
the climatic region(s), defined by (ESPON, 2011)18, that this location belongs to. Besides, the
bibliographic reference (authors and year) of each study is given in the AUTHORS column.
As for the cost performance, average, minimum and maximum heat/flood-effectiveness are
presented at the option level, with an indication of the number of studies taken into account.
VULNERABILITY gives quantitative information regarding how effective is an option reducing
the vulnerability of an “element” or “target” (defined as ‘the characteristics and circumstances
of a community, system or asset that make it susceptible to the damaging effects of a hazard’
(UNISDR 200919) of the adaptive measures. Low values of ‘Sensitivity’ represent high
susceptibility to the effect of a hazard, on the contrary, high values of sensitivity indicate low
susceptibility to a given hazard. In this tab ‘Capacity’ represents how much a given option
contributes to increase the adaptation capacity, which will help to reduce the risk towards a
hazard20. The Library gathers the effectiveness of the options reducing sensitivity or increasing
capacity (e.g. % of Avoided deaths due to an option). At option level the average (avg), minimum
(min) and maximum (max) of ‘Capacity’ and ‘Sensitivity’ are presented. At study case level
additional information is given such as type, scale, region, location and authors.
IMPLEMENTATION provides information related to the parties involved (responsible
stakeholders, external stakeholders, beneficiaries, target stakeholders) and the easiness of
implementation of an option (e.g. feasibility, barriers of the implementation, maintenance of the
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https://www.espon.eu/sites/default/files/attachments/Final%20Report%20Main%20Report.pdf
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https://www.unisdr.org/we/inform/publications/7817

Rome et al. 2018. Impact and Vulnerability Analysis of Vital Infrastructures and built-up Areas. D2.3
This document has been prepared in the framework of the European project RESIN – Climate Resilient
Cities and Infrastructures.
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adaptation option). At study case level, the above-mentioned information is gathered plus
theamount of funding used to implement the action, and general information such as the hazard,
scale, region, type etc.
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5. Intended use case of the AOL
In the context of the RESIN decision framework for adaptation planning (Figure 7), the AOL was
originally developed to support city practitioners with steps “Generate list of appropriate
approaches”, “Generate options for adaptation approaches” and “Assess adaptation options”. The
result is a portfolio of feasible adaptation measures relevant to a specific city (or a smaller scale
project). In the present chapter, this three-part use case of the database will be presented in detail.
However, it can be noted that thanks to the continuous interactions and feedback loops between
the developers of the AOL and the RESIN partner cities, other potential uses of the database have
been identified. Aside from the intended comprehensive use presented next, the AOL can also
serve as:
 A source of key information for benchmarking or prioritizing options, designing adaptation
pathways, or completing a Mayors Adapt report
 A learning centre on adaptation measures (to identify new solutions, to improve one’s
understanding of measures previously know, to train municipal agents…)
 A bibliography (to identify scientific literature references or implementation examples on
any option, or even on all those corresponding to one’s region or scale of interest)

Figure 7: The RESIN decision framework for adaptation planning. Source: Authors.
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5.1. Generate list of measures according to a selected
approach

adaptation

An adaptation approach is defined in the RESIN e-Guide as a group of similar adaptation options
(for example ‘rain water storage’ would be an approach, with many specific ways to put it into
effect). The outcome of this first step involving the AOL is a list of adaptation approaches that
could contribute to the goals and requirements set for the city or project, and that comply with its
local context.
Generic method: The RESIN e-Guide lists the IPCC’s classification of options by Noble, I.R. et al.,
201421 as a pre-defined set of approaches from which the practitioner can identify those deemed
appropriate. The complete list is:
 Engineering and built environment (also called the “Grey” approach)
 Technological
 Ecosystem Based Adaptation (also called the “Green” or “Green-Blue” approach)
 Service options
 Educational
 Information
 Behavioural
 Economic instruments
 Laws and regulations
 Government policies and programs
This step is simply about deciding which approaches the user wants to explore further, based on
their goals and requirements (see the e-Guide for further guidance)22. Yet, it is possible that some
approaches from the initial list seem unclear to begin with. Since the AOL uses the same IPCC
classification to organize its adaptation options by “type”, the filter function can be applied to
easily get a glimpse of the options covered by each type/approach. This can be done either in
Quick Access mode – which should be sufficient – or in Complete Database mode (see part 5.2 and
Figure 8 or 9 for details).

Noble, I.R., S. Huq, Y .A. Anokhin, J. Carmin, D. Goudou, F .P . Lansigan, B. Osman-Elasha, and A.
Villamizar, 2014: Adaptation needs and options. In: Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and
Vulnerability. Part A: Global and Sectoral Aspects. Contribution of Working Group II to the Fifth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Field, C.B., V.R. Barros, D.J.
Dokken, K.J. Mach, M.D. Mastrandrea, T.E. Bilir, M. Chatterjee, K.L. Ebi, Y .O. Estrada, R.C. Genova,
B. Girma, E.S. Kissel, A.N. Levy, S. MacCracken, P .R. Mastrandrea, and L.L. White (eds.)]. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA, pp. 833-868
21
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http://wiki.resin.itti.com.pl/
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Personalized method: Depending on the user’s goals and requirements, a more relevant set of
approaches could be generated by categorizing the AOL’s options by Group (for a finer
classification than Type), or even by Hazard, Scale, Target, Sector or any combination of these
criteria. For example, one adaptation approach could be green and grey solutions for buildings.
To display the options for this approach, the user would need to filter the Type (selecting both
Ecosystem based adaptation and Engineering and built environment) and the Target (selecting
Building).
Note that in this example, with buildings as the target, studies may exist which have experimented
the different options at either building/infrastructure scale or at any other scale (e.g. installing
cool roofs on buildings in an entire district). If the user is a project manager responsible for just
one infrastructure, then this specific scale of implementation should be considered a requirement,
and thus the Scale filter should be applied first and foremost so that only the corresponding
options appear in the approaches generated, whether those are defined by Type or any other
criteria.

5.2. Generate a list of options for each adaptation approach
In the RESIN e-Guide, the idea of this step is to generate a longlist of adaptation options for each
of the previously identified approaches; options from the sum of these longlists will be prioritised
in the next steps (including the one described in part 5.3, for which the AOL can be used once
more).
As briefly mentioned above, it is very simple to display – but also download – the list of options in
the AOL corresponding to each approach defined and chosen at the previous step. If the user
decided to follow the generic method and selected one or several types from the IPCC
classification as appropriate approaches, the exact procedure to generate a list of options from
the AOL is the following (see also Figure 8 and Figure 9):
1.
Apply the “Type” filter on the left side of the screen (each approach should be selected
separately)
2.
In Complete Database mode: Maintain the level of information on OPTIONS and select
the GENERAL tab
3.
The list of options will be displayed in the main part of the screen
4.
Click on EXPORT, in the bottom right corner, to download the content of the main part
of the screen in a .csv file.
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QUICK ACCESS view:

Figure 8: 4 steps to generate a list of options from the AOL and export.

COMPLETE DATABASE view:

Figure 9: Displaying the options for a selected TYPE (1: Use the Type filter; 2: Select Options level and
General tab; 3: Browse list of options; 4: Download information). Source: Authors.

If the appropriate approaches had been generated with personalized criteria, the procedure to
display the corresponding options is the same as above, except that a different filter – or perhaps
several – will need to be applied according to the user’s definition of their approaches.
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Note that the downloaded .csv files will contain all the information in one column, but this can
easily be “fixed” with a specific Excel feature23.

5.3. Assess adaptation options
In order to prioritize the adaptation options from the previously generated lists, a methodology
and criteria for comparison and ranking will need to be chosen (see e-Guide). For example, costperformance will likely be some relevant criteria for any user. As for a method, the Climact-Prio
Tool24 can be especially useful to normalize scores in case the criteria are measured in different
units.
This step is about obtaining the information to assess each option on each criteria, which is exactly
what the AOL aims to provide. The user can even consider what information is available in the
AOL as guidance to select their prioritisation criteria. Following is an explanation of how to use
the AOL to find the relevant information for a few examples of potential prioritisation criteria.
Example 1: The user wants the cost- and flood-performance of the measures to be at least good
and very good respectively.
In Quick Access mode, the performance of each option in relation to heat, flood and cost is
displayed in the top-right corner of the main part of the screen. This information can be reported
in a separate prioritisation tool or, if it is the only criteria for prioritising, the user can select the
desired levels of flood-effectiveness and cost-efficiency using the filter options on the left side of
the screen and then export the resulting shortlist of options to a .csv file (see Figure 10).

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/split-text-into-different-columns-with-the-convert-text-tocolumns-wizard-30b14928-5550-41f5-97ca-7a3e9c363ed7?omkt=en-US&ui=en-US&rs=enUS&ad=US
23
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http://wiki.resin.itti.com.pl/supporting-tools/4918-2/
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Figure 10: Performance filters (1 and 2), performance information (3) and export function (4) in Quick
Access mode. Source: Authors.

Example 2: Options with co-benefits should be preferred.
This information is available in the GENERAL view of the Complete Database mode, with the level
of information set on OPTIONS. The entire content of the main part of the screen can be
downloaded in a .csv file (see Figure 11).

Figure 11: Settings (1 and 2) for displaying (3) and downloading (4) the co-benefits information in Complete
Database mode. Source: Authors.

Example 3: The options are to be compared based on economic parameters.
In Complete Database mode, the AOL can provide the benefit cost ratio (BCR) of certain options,
depending on the availability of results in scientific literature. At OPTIONS level, in the COST31

EFFICIENCY tab, the user will find a qualitative assessment of the options’ BCR, as well as
quantitative (statistical) information: the minimum (min), average (avg) and maximum (max)
BCR results from the scientific literature included in the AOL for each option (see Figure 12). If
the BCR is higher than 1 then the measure is beneficial. If the BCR is lower than 1 then the measure
is costly. Comments are also displayed to help interpret the cost-efficiency information. At STUDY
CASES level, still in the COST-EFFICIENCY tab, the user will find a unique BCR value for each case
(see Figure 13). It is thus possible to find the study case that best matches the local context and
requirements (in terms of climatic region, scale of implementation, etc.) and use its BCR result as
an estimation for the option’s cost-performance in the city or project under consideration.

Figure 12: Settings (1 and 2) to display qualitative (3) and quantitative (4, 5 and 6) assessments of the costefficiency performance of each option. Source: Authors.
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Figure 13: Settings (1 and 2) to display the BCR result (3) calculated in each study case. Source: Authors.
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6. Conclusions
Thanks to the co-creation activities the quick access is developed in which the information
gathered in the complete database has been synthetized.
The co-creation activities brought the following conclusions from the AOL and its usability:
 Seems a useful tool to find solutions only when we know the objective we are pursuing,
when we have already asked the right questions.
 Nevertheless, it can be difficult to identify, in an urban development process, who would be
the end-user and when this tool would be relevant (Designer, Contractor/urban
developer, Sustainability contractor or others)
 The AOL and its results seem too generic for the solutions design by Urbanism Direction’s
missions and needs.
 Given the variety of solutions, contexts and methodologies, presenting the AOL
effectiveness and cost-efficiency results in a qualitative way in the quick access is better
than displaying the quantitative results of all the studies.
 In addition, the actualization of the AOL after the RESIN project is finalized is a cities
concern.
 The fact that the database is in English might be a small problem for potential users. The
quick access of the actual AOL is in English and Slovak. Further languages should be
considered in the future.
 Additional information on social impact would be appreciate. This can be a future work
 The AOL can be useful for detecting the literature on one topic (e.g. all the studies done on
traffic reductions)
 In addition, it is interesting to have “all the studies done on adaptation” in one place.
 The cost-efficiency data can be useful to involve and convince politicians.
 The AOL can be used to find some solutions for other Strategies.
Some of the cities found the following uses:
 to evaluate Action plan for CCA progress,
 for better understanding different types of adaptation measures and monitoring of their
effectiveness
 to complete Mayors Adapt report (every 2 years)
 for implementation of adaptation options - examples
From the research perspective we would like to highlight that the library is not an exhaustive list
of adaptation options (even it includes 100 options not all the possibilities are covered). That
means that not all hazards are covered and furthermore, effectiveness and cost-efficiency data are
not available for all the options included (this depended on the existing literature). From the
literature reviewed the following conclusions are obtained:
 More information is included in the AOL related the effectiveness than related to costefficiency. The vulnerability reduction and implementation dimensions are the ones with
less information due to the lack of studies done in these aspects.
 Regarding the cost-efficiency, the AOL focus exclusively on BCR since it is a more
appropriate, homogenised and less biased measure for comparing across adaptations.
Few studies within a micro-economy level are done (more studies can be found at macroeconomy which are not suitable for the city scale).
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 Adaptation options that reduces heat hazard are much more studied than the other hazards.
This allowed to have more entries to calculate the effectiveness ranges. More details of the
information analysis can be found in the RESIN Deliverable D3.5.
 The adaptation options that reduces flood are less studied. The factors affecting the
effectiveness (rainfall event, season, options characteristics, etc.) makes difficult the
ranges calculation. More details of the information analysis can be found in the RESIN
Deliverable D3.5.
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